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1 Environmental Policy and its Enforcement

1.1 What is the basis of environmental policy in the USA and which agencies/bodies administer and enforce environmental law?

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is the most important environmental regulatory agency. The U.S. Department of the Interior is the agency with principal control over public lands and natural resources. Many other federal agencies have specialised functions.

Under the U.S. system, the states have central roles. Most of the major federal statutes provide that the states can implement the regulations adopted by the EPA. Additionally, in most substantive areas, the states are free to adopt regulations that are stricter than those of the EPA. Some of the larger cities also have their own environmental rules. Determining the laws applicable to a given facility therefore requires an investigation of federal, state and municipal laws.

The U.S. Department of Justice represents the EPA and the other federal agencies in court, and is therefore the major player in environmental enforcement. Similarly, at the state level, the state attorneys general (many of whom are independent elected officials) have important roles.

1.2 What approach do such agencies/bodies take to the enforcement of environmental law?

The federal government and almost all of the states take enforcement of their environmental requirements very seriously. Inadequate enforcement resources mean that not all violations are detected and penalised, but it is very risky to ignore regulations. Also, in many corporate and real estate transactions, the sellers are asked to make representations concerning compliance with environmental requirements.

1.3 To what extent are public authorities required to provide environment-related information to interested persons (including members of the public)?

The EPA maintains the National Priorities List (NPL) pursuant to the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA, also known as the Superfund law). The NPL lists the most environmentally contaminated sites in the U.S. The EPA also keeps list of sites with various environmental permits. These lists are increasingly available online on the EPA's website and on various private websites.

Most state environmental agencies maintain their own lists of contaminated sites and environmental permits, and these are also generally available online.

Under the federal Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act, information is publicly available about releases of toxic substances from industrial facilities. In 2011, EPA will be making publicly available the information first gathered in 2010 under the Greenhouse Gas Reporting Rule.

Information that is not online may be obtained by the public through the federal Freedom of Information Act, and its equivalent in every state. A broad range of government documents is available under these laws, though it often takes agencies weeks or months to produce the materials requested.

2 Environmental Permits

2.1 When is an environmental permit required, and may environmental permits be transferred from one person to another?

Permits are required for air emissions; water effluent; hazardous waste storage, transport, treatment and disposal; and many other activities. Many states and municipalities have their own separate permitting requirements, although some of them are integrated with the federal requirements. Usually permits can easily be transferred with the filing of a notice, but greater complications arise for those permits that involve financial assurances or (as is often the case with solid waste permits) a review of the permit holder’s compliance record.

2.2 What rights are there to appeal against the decision of an environmental regulator not to grant an environmental permit or in respect of the conditions contained in an environmental permit?

Decisions by environmental regulators to reject or excessively condition an environmental permit can typically be appealed administratively within the agency or, in some instances, to a separate administrative tribunal. Upon the exhaustion of administrative remedies, judicial review is typically available.

2.3 Is it necessary to conduct environmental audits or environmental impact assessments for particularly polluting industries or other installations/projects?

Entities that have received air pollution or water permits must periodically report on compliance with the limitations contained in
these permits. Many other permits have periodic reporting requirements. However, there are few general requirements for reporting environmental performance beyond permit compliance. Environmental audits are seldom required by statute or regulation.

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires environmental impact assessment for federal projects that may have a significant impact on the environment. NEPA applies to direct federal projects and also to projects that may receive federal authorisation, such as permits or financial assistance. Compliance with NEPA is the duty of the federal agency with principal responsibility for a given project. The Council on Environmental Quality, a unit of the Executive Office of the President, oversees the overall NEPA process and sets general NEPA requirements. Under the judge-made doctrine of “functional equivalence,” most decisions of EPA are exempt from NEPA; thus if the only federal approval needed by a project is an EPA permit, it may avoid NEPA review.

Minor projects may be classified as “categorically exempt,” meaning that they do not require processing under NEPA. Otherwise, for federal actions that may have a significant environmental impact, an environmental assessment is prepared. Based on that assessment, the lead federal agency either issues a “finding of no significant impact,” ending the NEPA process, or it prepares an environmental impact statement (EIS). A broad range of public projects is analysed under the process, such as highways, dams, government buildings, airports, and military installations, as well as private projects that require certain federal approvals or that are building on federally-owned land, such as mines, pipelines and ski areas. These studies examine impacts on species habitat, air and water quality, traffic, noise, population patterns, and many other aspects of the human and natural environment. The NEPA process must be completed before any federal agency can make a final decision on whether to proceed with a project.

About 20 states have adopted “little NEPAs” - laws that are similar NEPA and require environmental assessment of projects that require state or, in some states, local approvals. These state laws vary widely. The states with the most comprehensive “little NEPA” laws are California, New York and Washington.

At both the federal and state levels, if a project is begun without compliance with NEPA or a little NEPA, it can be suspended by the courts until compliance is achieved. Otherwise, there are rarely penalties for non-compliance.

Non-compliance with federal air and water permits can result in penalties up to U.S. $27,500 per day of violation (though the full penalties are rarely imposed). For certain violations, criminal penalties can also be imposed. States have their own enforcement provisions. In general, federal and state environmental regulators have extensive powers to impose heavy penalties and to direct cessation of violations.

The treatment, storage and disposal of hazardous waste is governed by the federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). EPA has promulgated an extremely complex set of regulations to implement RCRA. A central feature of these regulations is that a document (manifest) must accompany each shipment of hazardous waste from the point of generation to the place of ultimate disposal, so that all waste can be tracked.

Under RCRA, other federal laws (such as those governing the use of wetlands), and state laws, complex restrictions govern the location of hazardous waste disposal facilities. RCRA requires proof of financial capability for most hazardous waste treatment, storage and disposal facilities.

Non-compliance with permits can also result in high daily penalties, and criminal penalties can also be imposed in certain instances for knowing violations. Most environmental statutes have high daily penalties if a violation is proven and also allow for injunctive relief. Criminal penalties can also be imposed in certain instances for knowing violations. Non-compliance with permits can also result in high daily penalties, and criminal penalties can also be imposed for knowing permit violations.

If a facility is alleged to be in violation of a law or permit, the facility will often attempt to establish that no technical violation occurred, or that the subject regulation is inapplicable or ambiguous. If these efforts fail, typically there are few legal defences available apart from the statute of limitations. However, agencies normally have a great deal of discretion with respect to...
penalties even in the face of a clear violation and typically will negotiate a penalty less than the maximum amount. The courts may also recognise extenuating circumstances when setting penalties or considering challenges to administratively-imposed penalties.

4.2 Can an operator be liable for environmental damage notwithstanding that the polluting activity is operated within permit limits?

Typically, a facility that is operating a polluting activity within the limits set forth in an agency-issued permit is not liable to the government for any environmental damage resulting from that activity. Two important exceptions are that under CERCLA and some of its state equivalents, an operator may be liable for contamination that was lawfully deposited at the site; and a party may be liable for natural resource damages that result from releases that have state but not federal permits. Moreover, the facility could still be subject to tort liability from individuals who pursue personal injury or property damage claims resulting from that activity.

4.3 Can directors and officers of corporations attract personal liabilities for environmental wrongdoing, and to what extent may they get insurance or rely on other indemnity protection in respect of such liabilities?

In certain instances where a director or officer of a corporation personally directed activities involving environmental wrongdoing, they may be held personally liable. Directors and officers insurance can be obtained to protect such individuals, but these policies typically have exclusions for criminal, intentional or grossly dangerous behaviour.

4.4 What are the different implications from an environmental liability perspective of a share sale on the one hand and an asset purchase on the other?

In a share sale, a buyer is at full risk of inheriting pre-acquisition liabilities. In an asset sale, the buyer is generally liable for soil and groundwater contamination that is still present on the site and, if the buyer is continuing the business of the seller, the buyer may also be liable for pre-acquisition liabilities such as toxic torts. CERCLA allows limited protection from CERCLA liability (but not from liability under RCRA or state laws) for property buyers who have conducted environmental due diligence, acted to prevent human exposure to contamination and met several other requirements.

4.5 To what extent may lenders be liable for environmental wrongdoing and/or remediation costs?

Before 1996, several court decisions suggested that a lender may be liable for the environmental contamination of its borrowers. However, Congress amended CERCLA in 1996 to protect lenders from such liability, unless the lenders themselves had some involvement in the contamination.

5 Contaminated Land

5.1 What is the approach to liability for contamination (including historic contamination) of soil or groundwater?

CERCLA is often regarded as the most stringent contaminated land law in the world. Under CERCLA, the EPA maintains a National Priorities List (NPL, also known as the Superfund list) of the most contaminated sites. The EPA has broad authority to investigate sites to determine if they should be placed on the NPL. When a site is placed on the NPL, it is subject to a set of procedures called the National Contingency Plan, which involves a lengthy and expensive programme of site investigation and clean-up. It is not a defence that the defendant complied with all applicable laws, or that the disposal occurred before the enactment of CERCLA in 1980. Sites that have received permits for hazardous waste operations which become unduly contaminated may be subject to the corrective action programme of RCRA. This programme is similar to, but less procedurally complicated than, CERCLA. Most states have their own lists of contaminated sites, and their own procedures for placing sites on those lists and for their remediation.

CERCLA sets out an exceptionally broad liability scheme. The liable parties include those who:

- Currently own the property.
- Owned the land when the contamination occurred.
- Were “operators” of the site (a term that the courts have defined broadly).
- Generated waste that ultimately went to the site.
- Arranged for the disposal of the waste.
- Transported the waste to the site, if they selected the disposal site.

5.2 How is liability allocated where more than one person is responsible for the contamination?

Liability is retrospective, strict, joint and several. Parties may be liable even if they played no direct role in contaminating the site. If some of the parties liable in relation to a site cannot be found or are unable to pay, the remaining parties may inherit their share of the liability. For multi-party sites, liability is typically apportioned based on each party’s contribution of waste to the site as measured by weight or volume, but sometimes relative toxicity and other factors are also considered.

Private parties who incurred “response costs,” typically clean-up costs, can bring a legal action against liable parties. Frequently, the EPA or a state brings legal action against the largest potentially responsible parties, and those entities then bring third-party actions against smaller potentially responsible parties. CERCLA does not provide for damages for personal injury or property damage, but such damages may be recoverable at common law.

5.3 If a programme of environmental remediation is ‘agreed’ with an environmental regulator can the regulator come back and require additional works or can a third party challenge the agreement?

Typically, CERCLA consent agreements allow for the government to require additional remediation work in the event of subsequently discovered conditions that were unknown at the time the agreement was entered into or subsequent findings that a remedy is not adequately protective of health or the environment. Third parties can challenge most kinds of consent agreements, but there is a heavy presumption that the agreement is sound and courts will rarely reject them.
5.4 Does a person have a private right of action to seek contribution from a previous owner or occupier of contaminated land when that owner caused, in whole or in part, contamination; and to what extent is it possible for a polluter to transfer the risk of contaminated land liability to a purchaser?

A previous owner or occupier of land who caused the contamination is considered a liable party under CERCLA (see question 5.1). As a result of a U.S. Supreme Court decision in 2007, a party who itself is liable for cleaning up the contaminated land can instigate a contribution action against a previous owner or occupier even if it itself has not been sued by the government. Previously, a contribution action was only available to a party after it had been sued by the government.

The principal way for a polluter to transfer this risk of liability to a purchaser would be to expressly state in the purchase and sale agreement that the purchaser understood that the land may be contaminated and was assuming all liabilities with respect to it. However, this would not necessarily insulate the polluter from CERCLA liability if the government commenced an action with respect to the land and sought recovery from the polluter. In general, these risk transfer arrangements are not binding on third-parties, though under CERCLA “contribution protection” is available in some circumstances.

5.5 Does the government have authority to obtain from a polluter, monetary damages for aesthetic harms to public assets, e.g., rivers?

CERCLA allows for the recovery of “natural resource damages” (NRD) from a polluter. These damages include harm to soil, groundwater, fish and wildlife. Damages are measured by assessing the site once it has been completely remediated. Purely aesthetic damage is typically not covered.

6 Powers of Regulators

6.1 What powers do environmental regulators have to require production of documents, take samples, conduct site inspections, interview employees, etc.?

Most environmental permits require the permit holders to give access to the permitted facility for inspections and for review of documents, but they do not usually require employee interviews. If a government agency has cause to believe that a violation has occurred at a site that does not have a permit, it can usually obtain access, though it might need to obtain a warrant from a court to allow inspection of sites and documents.

7 Reporting / Disclosure Obligations

7.1 If pollution is found on a site, or discovered to be migrating off-site, must it be disclosed to an environmental regulator or potentially affected third parties?

Many federal and state laws require spills and other unpermitted discharges into the environment to be promptly reported to the government. The principal recipient of these reports is the National Response Center, which is operated by the U.S. Coast Guard. The laws and regulations are quite specific in relation to the types and quantities of releases that require reporting. Most of the laws only apply to new spills. The requirement to report the discovery of historic contamination is considerably less strict. The requirements typically require disclosure to regulators but not to potentially affected third parties, though failure to disclose to third parties may expose the entity to tort liability if injury occurs.

7.2 When and under what circumstances does a person have an affirmative obligation to investigate land for contamination?

No general requirement exists to investigate land for contamination. In the context of buying and selling real estate, several states require site investigation and disclosure of the results to the government. In such transactions, it is common for the seller to provide this information to the buyer as part of the due diligence process, and if the seller fails to disclose known contamination to a purchaser, it may be liable for fraud.

7.3 To what extent is it necessary to disclose environmental problems, e.g., by a seller to a prospective purchaser in the context of merger and/or takeover transactions?

There is no general federal requirement for sellers of assets or shares to disclose environmental information to the buyer. A few states require site investigation, and disclosure of the results to the government, before properties may be sold. It is common in transactions for the seller to provide environmental information to the buyer, and companies providing financing or insurance often require such disclosure.

8 General

8.1 Is it possible to use an environmental indemnity to limit exposure for actual or potential environment-related liabilities, and does making a payment to another person under an indemnity in respect of a matter (e.g. remediation) discharge the indemnifier’s potential liability for that matter?

An indemnification will not extinguish a party’s liability with respect to an environmental liability such as remediation, but it is enforceable against the party with whom it is entered into. Such an indemnification can limit a party’s exposure assuming the indemnifying party fulfils its obligations under the agreement. Indemnities are typically not binding on third parties.

8.2 Is it possible to shelter environmental liabilities off balance sheet, and can a company be dissolved in order to escape environmental liabilities?

Some companies set up separate entities to hold contaminated properties. Under some circumstances this may keep the liabilities off the balance sheet. However, if the separate entity is dissolved, there are often mechanisms by which liability returns to the company that originally held it.

8.3 Can a person who holds shares in a company be held liable for breaches of environmental law and/or pollution caused by the company, and can a parent company be sued in its national court for pollution caused by a foreign subsidiary/affiliate?

Typically, shareholders of a company are not held liable for breaches of environmental law or pollution caused by the company merely by their status as shareholders. However, shareholders may...
be found liable with respect to their own actions relating to such a breach or pollution. Parent companies can be held liable for actions of their subsidiaries under traditional corporate law principles, which allow for the piercing of the corporate veil in certain instances.

8.4 Are there any laws to protect “whistle-blowers” who report environmental violations/matters?

There are federal and state “whistle-blower protection” laws that shield individuals who report environmental violations from discrimination and retaliation as a result of their actions.

8.5 Are group or “class” actions available for pursuing environmental claims, and are penal or exemplary damages available?

Some federal and state statutes allow for “citizen suits” if the government is not diligently prosecuting an environmental violation. Parties who meet certain requirements can bring class actions and seek damages. Some statutes allow for additional penalties under certain circumstances. The availability of punitive damages is currently the subject of considerable litigation.

9 Emissions Trading and Climate Change

9.1 What emissions trading schemes are in operation in the USA and how is the emissions trading market developing there?

Emissions trading is currently not a central feature of environmental regulation in the U.S. However, the EPA allows new sources of air pollution to be built in areas that are not within ambient air quality standards if they obtain “offsets”(304,391),(960,405) from existing facilities that reduce their emissions. A trading programme is also in place with respect to sulphur dioxide emissions, principally by electric power plants, and also for other specified types of emissions. Some states and regions have developed their own trading programmes. In January 2009 a cap-and-trade system for carbon dioxide from power plants was instituted under the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, which encompasses ten northeastern and mid-Atlantic states, and similar schemes in the midwestern and western states are under development. Federal legislation to establish a cap-and-trade program for greenhouse gas emissions is under active consideration by Congress.

10 Asbestos

10.1 Is the USA likely to follow the experience of the US in terms of asbestos litigation?

Not applicable.

10.2 What are the duties of owners/occupiers of premises in relation to asbestos on site?

Most uses of asbestos have been prohibited. A federal statute, the Asbestos Hazard Emergency Act, requires the investigation and clean-up of asbestos in school buildings. Additionally, the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants under the federal Clean Air Act require advance notice to (though not approval by) the EPA before the disturbance of more than a minimal amount of asbestos in buildings, and also requires that certain procedures be observed in carrying out this work. Some states and cities have more elaborate rules concerning the investigation and removal of asbestos. It is common practice for asbestos investigations to be conducted in connection with the sale of buildings and other structures that may contain asbestos.

The transportation and disposal of asbestos require special state permits. Heavy fines and criminal penalties have often been imposed on those who removed or disposed of asbestos from buildings without following the proper procedures.

11 Environmental Insurance Liabilities

11.1 What types of environmental insurance are available in the market, and how big a role does environmental risks insurance play in the USA?

An increasing variety of environmental insurance products are available. The most common types provide coverage if clean-up expenses exceed a specified level, and provide protection against tort liabilities. Several providers now offer environmental insurance, and they compete for this business. Most types of coverage are available only if extensive site investigations have been carried out. Environmental insurance is most often purchased by risk-adverse buyers. It is still the exception rather than the rule in most transactions.

11.2 What is the environmental insurance claims experience in the USA?

Most insurance policies have “pollution exclusion” clauses, which preclude coverage for certain types of environmental contamination. There is a large volume of litigation in the U.S. concerning insurance coverage for environmental contamination.

12 Updates

12.1 Please provide, in no more than 300 words, a summary of any new cases, trends and developments in Environment Law in the USA.

The inauguration of Barack Obama as President of the United States in January 2009 led to a fundamental shift in the environmental policies of the federal government. President Obama is a much greater proponent of vigorous environmental regulation than his predecessor, George W. Bush. EPA has been reversing many of the policy choices made by the agency under President Bush. However, despite the Democratic majority in both the Senate and the House of Representatives, President Obama has been having difficulty advancing his environmental agenda through Congress, in large part due to the Senate rule that at least 60 of the 100 senators must support a bill before it can be voted on. As this is written in April 2010, a major battle is looming in Congress over whether to adopt climate change legislation. Meanwhile, the United States continues to see a very large volume of environmental litigation, and many states and cities are adopting and implementing their own environmental policies.
Michael Gerrard is Andrew Sabin Professor of Professional Practice and Director of the Center for Climate Change Law at Columbia Law School. Until late 2008, he headed the New York office of Arnold & Porter LLP and its environmental practice, and he is currently Senior Counsel to the firm. He has practiced environmental law in New York since 1979. He has tried numerous cases and argued many appeals in federal and state courts and administrative tribunals, and handled the environmental aspects of many transactions and development projects. He was the 2004-2005 chair of the American Bar Association’s 10,000-member Section of Environment, Energy, and Resources. He has been an adjunct professor at Columbia and Yale universities. Mr. Gerrard has written or edited seven books on environmental law. The most recent is *Global Climate Change and U.S. Law* (2007). In addition to his domestic practice, Mr. Gerrard has advised numerous foreign investors on the environmental aspects of US properties, and he has handled several cases concerning transboundary and marine pollution. He has lectured in Great Britain, France, Canada, China, India, Denmark, and the Netherlands, as well as throughout the United States.

Arnold & Porter LLP’s environmental team has 15 core partners and counsel. The group works at the international, federal, state, and local levels, serving as outside environmental counsel to some of the premiere FORTUNE 500 companies, including Honeywell, BP/ARCO, CSX Corporation, PPL, General Electric, Daimler-Chrysler, Texas Pacific Group, Mosaic, and SAIC. Our practice spans civil and criminal enforcement under every federal statute; Superfund and other cleanup of contaminated sites litigation and proceedings; catastrophic incidents defence; and toxic tort claims concerning a diverse array of groundwater, air pollution, toxic chemical, radioactivity, and public nuisance matters throughout the US. We have internationally recognised expertise in the area of global climate change. Our transactional team conducts and manages environmental assessments, negotiates contractual provisions, and manages and negotiates land use permitting for the most complex development projects. Our regulatory team regularly advises clients concerning their compliance obligations under the full range of environmental requirements, and helps develop and implement compliance programmes and helps obtain environmental permits.